1. Introduction ' Set-valued mappings, or multifunctions as we shall call them here, arise in several ways in connection with problems of optimization. In a typical situation one has a problem (P(u)) in Rn that depends on a parameter vector u E multifunction G : Rd =4 R" can be defined b; letting G(u) denote the set of all points z satisfying the constraints of (P(u));
which could be equations and inequalities involving certain functions with both x and u as arguments. Alternatively G(u) could be the set of optimal solutions to (P(u)) or the set of points x satisfying a collection of necessary conditions for optimality, and so forth.
Multiplier vectors could also be involved: G(u) could consist of the pairs (x, ~/) E Rn x satisfying something like the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for problem (P(u~~, for instance.
In all these cases the multivaluedness of G is an inherent feature. or at least a strong possibility. Even when G(u) is the optimal solution set, it may contain more than one element for certain choices of u that cannot realistically be left out of consideration.
Such circumstances raise serious difficulties for the study of how G(u) can change relative to changes in M. Classical notions of continuity and differentiability, developed for functions rather than multifunctions; obviously do not apply.
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that a wide class of multifunctions important in optimization nonetheless enjoys a property that we call proto-differentiability. To help with understanding the consequences of this fact, it is essential that the nature of proto-difierentiability be illuminated at the same time. This we do from several angles, exploring in particular the relationship of proto-differentiability to true differentiability and an attractive concept of semi-differentiability.
From a geometric point of view, proto-differentiation of a multifunction corresponds to looking at certain tangent cones to the graph of the multifunction. Such a pattern of analysis has been pioneered by Aubin ~11. [2] . f31., It has already been shown to yield much information of use in connection with optimization and allied subjects. Aubin [20] ). which in this paper is called the derivative cone. The distinguishing feature of proto-differentiability is its requirement that the contingent cone and derivative cone coincide. In this it may be compared, as far as the geometry of graphs of multifunctions is concerned, with the study of tangential regularity in the sense of Clarke [9] . Tangential regularity requires the contingent cone to coincide with the Clarke tangent cone rather than' merely with tbe derivative cone. This is a stronger property which corresponds, in the case of multifunctions, to a concept we refer to as strict proto-differentiability. AU Sensitivity analysis of the kind carried out by Aubin [2] in convex programming, which in effect assumes strict proto-differentiability at the point under scrutiny; as pointed out in Rockafellar ~11 suffers a serious limitation therefore in its applicability. This limitation is removed if strict proto-differentiability can be replaced by proto-differentiability.
Although we leave to another paper [12] (2.20) , then the proto-derivative G'u,z exists.
Proof. The right side of (2.19) defines the set D~ (;~; ), where D+ is the multifunction whose graph is the contingent cone to gph G at (z, u), Rn be proto-differentiable at u relative to z, u-here refer the reader ,0 the representations described in Robinson ~17~. [18] .
